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If you are interested in
an environmental career,
then attend the Ninth Na-
tional Environmental Ca-
reers Conference and Ca-
reer Fair in Tampa, Octo-
ber 22-23. For more in-
formation, call ECO aJ
(813)886-4330.
This will be the future state of the
environment if individuals do not take a
personal and legal stand against ocean
pollution. Taking a stand could eradi-
cate the belief that the ocean, and the
environment as a whole, are not infinite
andindispensible.
. ,"',
compared to 1991 with 278 pounds)
would have made the ocean, in which
these individuals swim in and let their
children play in, its home.
For example, which would
beachgoersand scuba divers enjoy.
more: (a) to swim among fish and other
sea creatures for which the sea is their
natural habitat or (b) to dive and swim
being surrounded by fragments of drift
nets, Taco Bell containers, suntanlotion
bottles, oreven discarded prophylactics
or feminine hygiene products?
Is this suggestion repulsive?
It should be!
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. $999
Apple Macinlosb IC111
4/80, Apple Basic Color
Monitor1jl~.rboard 11.
Apple PowerBook1M 145B 4/80,
Bllilt-in Keyboard & 10·Backlit
Sllper Twist Monochrome Display.
$1342
1b get substantial savings on these Macintosh" personal comput-
ers, theres one place you'll want to head for: your telephone. 1b order
yours direct from Apple - and to find ou~ about easy student financing
with the Apple" Computer Loan' - call1-800-877-4433, ext. 40. Or,
see your Apple campus representative today. And discover the _
power more college students choose. The power to be your bese ."
To order direct from Apple or to learn more
about Apple products and easy financing -
CALL 1-800-877-4433, ext. 40
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"It lookshere like soon, maybe eVen
tonightf yqu're goir'lg tofTle.etsome<?ne
whowiHchange .your. Ufe, give' .you
strength to persevere through the tr{als
ahead; and help you become a suc-
cessful professional.
. "It sounded sort of like a fortune
cookie, .. but I didn't know what else to
say. W.ithaslighteffort,shepUII~her
hand. away, I didn't realize how tightly.l
had been. holding it.
. The palm of the next person was
thrust i(ltomyface. .
f took a qufekglimp~ arit and told
"no·ymt.sew,paint,tlo·CflTJJt!I#ry orlllllSOllfJ,.·.stutly 1carate'orproc-
Jt!fesign'langll4ge?D r~~~iiJ anatt~r 1llJtto.OfpetI1sexiSL
fiction by Ken Cook
AIlyone canbea 'mystic
.Splashin'Around shOw$youhoJlfltC)~thehitofthe'party
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Laserwriter Printout
Fast, Accurate Service
Eight years secretarial/word
-processing experience
ResearchlTerm Papers
Manuscripts
Theses
Resumes-
Cas~ette Transcriptions
BJ~ures/NeW,sjetterS'
Call 305-370-4769
. .. I was one of the first'arrivals at the
party. An attractive youngwomans~bod
. inttle doorway betweenthe kitchen al)dGRPJ?'l<S!QlJBS! the .·living room. At!irst9.lanc~,1 was
. . . .' , struck by her. It was as if I could seeSTUDENT GROUPSI completely through her social facade to
. . .... ". the.thoughtsand passions within her.
'RaIIe asMuch'asYou She seemedvulnerable,advaOturous.,.
want In OneWeeki -ser'lsitive, loving, and.a good mother to
'. '...... 11'..wu my children.
- l1ao._.-vv-- . VVV. I needed anopening line, but didn't
want to say the usual thi,ng.1 scrutiniz.ed.,
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Nova College
Gives Student
Communications
a Boost
by Jason Domasky
Nova College has set high stan-
dards for The Knight Newspaper and
the WNSU radio station. With the
beginning of the Fall 1994 term, an
academic dimension transformed Nova
Southeastern's student media enter-
prises.
The former Student Communica-
tions Center, comprised of the newspa-
per, the radio station, and a business
and marketing d~partment, functioned
independently as an organizational
branch of the Office of Student Life.
Students who worked for one of the
three entities received no formal in-
struction in journal ism, broadcasti ng,
or sales.
The new Student Communications
Organization complements Nova
College's revived communications spe-
cialty, providing a "learning labora-
tory" for those studying media commu-
nications or its business components.
The Organization was transferred from
Student Life to Nova College, affirming
the new commitment to the academic
program.
Kimber Sharp and Ayako Sakame celebrating
diversity at NISA's first See International
meeting of the year. Students, page 12.
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To the undergraduate: "How do
you feel about CORE classes?" .
CALLS ARE FREE
To Genduso, the awards serve as
proud reminders of her efforts.
Genduso said, "Advisors should
get more involved with the clubs here
on campus because you get so much
out of it. You really do it for the love
of the students."
Students may be hesitant to join
the Chess Club because of traditional
stereotypes.
Genduso pointed out, "First of all,
chess is for anyone, eve~ though it
tends to be a very male-dominated
game. Second, it is a fun game, and
people who play shess are very
ISSUE
replete with chess pieces and on a
nearby shelf is a chess tournament
stop dock. On the wall behind her
desk, Advisor of the Year certificates
are posted.
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Legendary Irish
Activist to Speak
!Jl
at Mailman
Building
~
meet one of Ireland's most outspoken She left Queens during her final year
activists. of studies to devote her life toa non-
McAliskey is an violent campaign for
Irish civil and human ~ equality in jobs and
o
rights activist, author, ~ housing, and the right
and politician wno is ~ to vote for Catholics
by Barbara Brodman recognized around the ~ in British-ruled Prot-
<Xl '
Bernadette Devlin McAliskey will world for her fight for a. estant-dominated
speak at Nova Southeastern's main cam- equality and peace ~ Northern Ireland.
pus on Wednesday, October 5th at 1:45- with justice in North- 8. She witnessed the
3:15 PM in Room 309 of the Hollywood- ern Ireland. ~ violent reaction of
Mailman Building. Born in April 1947 British loyalists and
Th I . h Rbi' A . C k . h Bernadette McAliskey, Irish civil and h . . I'e recent ns epu Ican rmy In 00 stown, In t e human rights activist. t elr partIsan po Ice
peace initiative has sparked both hope northern Irish county forces to civil rights
and skepticism among those involved in of Tyrone, she rose to a leadership posi- marches modeled after Martin Luther King
the 25-year, undeclared civil war in North- tion in the civil rights movement in 1968 jr.'s campaign in the United States.
ern Ireland. McAliskey's visit will give while pursuing a degree in psychology at
~tudents and others the rare opportunity to Queens University in Belfast.
Psychological
'arfare is the
Appeal
by Michelena Holiday
The office of Lucille Genduso,
Assistant Professor for Business and
Administrative Studies at the Farquhar
Centerfor Undergraduate Studies, and
faculty advisor for the Student Life
Chess Club, is decorated in a curious
manner.
On one wall is a huge chess board
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be watchful and careful they are not
being fooled in a sagacious scam.
The Travel Office is a division of
the Business Services Department. It
has been operating for about eight
years.
In October, the office will relo-
cate to the first floor of the new ad-
ministration building.
For further information, stop by
the Travel Office between 8 AM and
5 PM, or call (305) 475-7522.
Sports Editor
Advisor
Associate Editor
Telephone (305) 370-5670
Advertising (305) 452-1553 Fax (305) 452-1552
Toll Free (800) 338-4723, extensions 5670, 1553, & 1552
Business Manager
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L-ayout and Design
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STUDENT COMMUNICATIONS ORGANIZATION, RSC-208
NOVA SOUTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY
3301 COLLEGE AVE
FORT LAUDERDALE FL 33314-7796
Asst. Business Managers _ Mary Matos (shown)
w Michelle Macko (not
_.... ". shown)
Advisor Prof. James D. Dean
for Nova College, expressed concern
that students seeking an interpersonal,
behavioral communications program.
of study may be misled by the title. The
sca emphasizes mass communica-
tions, which is a specific area of the
"traditional" college program.
The new Dean of the College, Dr.
Stuart Horn, supports the renewed en-
deavor.
"( strongly believe that students
and faculty who engage in thecommu-
nications speciality will become a sig-
nificant intellectual and cultural force
on campus. The institution can only
benefit from this commitment and ac-
tivity."
Dr. Kate Lamm, advisor to WNSU,
and Prof. James Dean, the Business
Department's advisor, also play an ac-
tive role in the SCO's current develop-
ment. Dr. Lamm helped found WNKR,
which became WNSU when South-
eastern University merged with Nova.
More information on Nova Col-
lege's programs of study is available by
calling (305) 475-7360 or (800) 338-
4723·, extension 7360.
student and employee on campus edgeable staff exposes clients to the
should be aware that there is a place best travel packages, the most conve-
right here which professionally pro- nient ticketing, and the most favor-
vides the services of a ;j!. able scheduling.
o
travel agency. ~ When asked about
In Room 207 in the i the travel advertise-
Rosenthal St~dent Cen- ~ ments which abound
ter at NSU's main cam- 0" around campus, Marcial
pus, you will not see a The fadies of the NSU Travel Office. replied, "They don't
fancynameoradistinctivelogo. There have anything to do with the Travel
is a bold plaqueabovethedoorwhich Office."
reads "TRAVEL OFFICE." Marcial added that students should
The Travel Office is a good ex-
ample of the cliche that a book cannot
be judged by its cover. This small
office, managed by Vicki Marcial,
provides travel-related services to stu-
dents.
Marcial's equipped and knowl- I Editor-in-Chief
Revived Communications Specialty
Improves Outlook for Newspaper, WNSU
Radio Station, SCO Business Department
The Knight Newspaper serves the Nova Southeastern University
community from its office perched atop the main campus'
Rosenthal Student Center. As the publishing aim of the Student
Communications Organization, The Knight is the university's estab-
lished vehicle ·for the transmission of student reporting, opinion,
and arts. The Kniaht maintains an active, highly visible presence In
the NSU community.
The Knight Is readily available at nearly 20 sites around NSU and
the local community, including NSU's Fort Lauderdale School of
Business, the Dania Oceanographic Center, and the Davie-Coo-
per City Chamber of Commerce. Address all distribution concerns
to Anthony DominicI, Business Manager, at (305) 452-1553.
.. .continued from cover
The College created the specialty
in 1990, and certified a handful of
students, but abandoned the offering in
1993. A year of uncertainty followed,
during which the SCC refined its roles
and policies. With the aid of a board of
community media professionals, a new
foundation was laid based on real-
world experience and the successes
and failures of the past.
According to Dr. Chris Jackson,
advisor to The Knight, "This is a valu-
able program in that it unifies business
and the liberal arts. It also takes advan-
tage of courses that Nova already of-
fers, so there are no extra costs."
The architecture of the SCO per-
mits a student engaged in the commu-
nications specialty's journalism se-
quence to work on or contribute to the
newspaper. Those pursuing the broad-
casting sequence may participate atthe
radio station. The marketing/advertis-
ing/management sequence comple-
ments experience with the SCQ Busi-
ness Department.
Minda Jenkins, a student advisor
A Student's
Most
Convenient
Resource
David Escartin, an international
student at Nova Southeastern, is in
need of arranging his airplane tickets
for a trip to Spain. Escartin need only
walk from his dormitory to a special
place on campus.
Escartin did not have to ask any-
body for a ride to go there, find a bus
schedule, or call for a cab. Every
by Juan Pablo Correa
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Intervarsit.y. has assumed the responsibilities of Fellowship.. Pastor Bob came to historical roots of ther}ational fel-
president of a new dub: the Nova Florida with his wife to start Cal- lowship, which traces itself back to
F·ellow's.h'.p' Christian FellOW.s~ip Interv.~.rs.ity ..... vfrY.. Ch.a.peli.n 19.85. ". ..... Oxford University in Britain, overI Chapter. Klockzl:m was.jJn!f?-! 1 rrst~r Br9,b t~ld fl}~, '!Ihls.,$ejr ;oq years ago.
.d' duced to Intervarslty throughike~'etatJf>~nr> no~sertse, Ih~afs "~,,, Jroday,almost 29,000 studentsProv. es youth pastor in the town oft.fCO::'~~.rut'~.''''"~]t ··rwmm-r.'.' . -'''''~~~.'.'t1.;" "'.blvedw.i~hlnt~rvarsityChris-
. nut Creek.",' f' 'tie atti\but,s t~IS to,~e im- tlanl t~llowshlps, including 14R.esource for . when. I asked what.s~1.:. ~.f me~p.opdilrrilY. o.f.fl.; isc~rch.and. ,.P~t~,r~ in ~lorida...Litt~n a.d~ed
. people were allowed to JOint the why i\stanc\;M?ut froll)f the restJP&thatl U'hlverslty of MIamI, Flonda
All Religions dU.b, I was expecti~g her to'."". ~.,.. "' . '~.'."" ".C'.alv..ar.k.,h.. ap.',.II·l1r\%~l~;~h..·.·· Ipp~r Inte~~.n. atio~al U.~. iverSity.'. FloridaAt-
" ': • •• ~ewm.emberstoth?seofthe£:tis-~~~rJ"~11Felfows1~,ehap-lant. Unlvers!ty, Brow~rd'Com-
Vlewpoml by Heidi C. Palmer Itan faith.. ." ~::l' ..-....ay AI. rnu I'~ College, and Edison .Col-
. When I first heard that a Chris- repl~~~~;~~;~o~~ ~~~r~~etn~~'··""1'te~::i~y::ol~gi~e:~~:::~a~a~a~:~s:f~;r:o~nmc::p~:~
tian group was trying to chartE1r at one." '''; I@¥W .·?*~~~P.l1It=tY7~LH' r:that this organization has
Nova Southeastern, I was a little Shetoldmethatthegroupp. ~"",~' . ~round for such a long time.
apprehensive. Unfortunately, rei i- to have Bible studies, confer~n . .(,irten related a quote from Bi lIy
giousorganizations have obtained and community service prgj . am which expresses his opin-
a bad reputation around campus The group seemed fair, impa .' ~out Intervarsity.
"Qecauseofacultthatraisedquite and'worthy of notice, but s,lmdeeplygratefulforthemin-
an uproar a few years back. needed more conVincing.. ~. . of)lntervarsityofSouth Florida.
Many religious organizations My next step was to headro, spad a: profound effect on the
. tend to hide behind sentimental PompanoBeach's <:;alvaryCp ofcountless people I have met
ideologies to hide their real inten~ a place where IntervarsitY.efle sf the years, inclu<;Hng many
tions. Being a Christian, I wanted ductedactivities recently, t6'5 r ....' '" r Ii .. ," . as'sociates."
to find out what ~his.g~oup was with the Senior Pastor: I h,ve~~ I ~ ~e"J,~rQ~ed~,d th tei~ " jnrrvarsitywelcomesallt?j?in,
about and where It ongmated. I attended Wednesday night Bft)le@ a~o~t tfle vfslonl(>f tlte Irft~rxfatsify~h~HermembersareChnstlan,
decided to go straight to the top study at Calvary, so I was anxious Christian Fellowship: Muslim,' Catholic, or Jewish.
with my many questions. to talk with Pastor Bob. 1. Evangelism' Intervarsity is a good way to inter-
I first talked with Kathy I wanted to see if Pastor Bob 2. Spiritual Formation act and meet new friends, along
Klpckziem, an NSU student who could shed lightonthe Intervarsity 3. The Church with expanding spiritual growth
rAJIi iii h IiIi 'IiIi' ii'" Ii ,,,HalIiIi"Ii8" b I 4. Human Relationships withJesusChrist.~. . . 5. Righteousness. I'm confident Intervarsity will
6. Vocational Stewardship have a positive effect on NSU's
7. World Evangelization campus life. If you would like to
Iasked Litten about Intervarsity's learn more about Intervarsity, con-
origins. I was glad to hear that the tact Kathy Klockziem at (305) 452-
word "Intervarsity" comes from the 6357.
Politically
Speaking
NOW 2 LOCATIOIVS TO SERVE YOU
"We Deliver"~4'12-62()2 -Davie
2853 S. University Dr.
(Next to Scandinavian· The Slwppea ofRolling Hilla)
4599 N. University Dr.· 572·6807. Lauderhill
(Sunvilloge Plo%o • South. of50th. St.)
OPEN FOR LUNCH Mondaythru Sunday
HOURS:
SUI&. • Thll,... 11 am • 11 Midtat6hl • Fri•. 4&11. 11 am • 1 am '
~---~---:~-,r-~~-------,
I HOWIe Wlngsil STUDENT I
I $4 59 II SPECIAL II • '. II I
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I Ch' k W' C I II .' II IC en mgs, e .ery, II .•. .Lg. Cheese . I
I Bleu .Cheese~res~mg II Pizza'with 1 Topping I
\. & Spicy HOWIe Sticks. I\. PickUpOnly. Expires 10/16194 1
,---~------,,----------,
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Bush and Smith
Will Contend for
a Shot at Chiles
in November
by Rev.
H. Owen
Huntley
A male memberofthe Bush family is
once again vying for a public office. No,
George Bush is not considering entering
the political arena again-this time the
political"trailblazer" is none other than
his son, jeb Bush.
After Thursday's primary elections
Bush emerged from the much-publicized
Repubficangubematorial primary to set
the groundwork for what will be an
interesting run-offbetween jeb Bush and
jim Smith to determine who will face
incumbent Gover)lOr Lawton Chiles in
November.
With 90% of the statewide polls
reporting, Bush received 367,278 votes
(45%) and Smith received 153,499votes
(19%). As for the Democratic primary,
Governor Chiles easily handled his chal-
lenger, jack Gargan.
While there have been many angles
to the issues concerni ng the future of our
State's. administration, there are two is-
sues that seem to hold a great magnitude
of importance within my mind as a
student and a future member of the work
force: education and the economy.
As for education, one cannot deny
the facts: dropout rates are high within
, our public school system. SAT scores
'are located in the lower end of the
spectrum-44th in the nation. Admini?~
trative expenditur_es per stu<;jent are aver-
age when compared to otqerstates.
Gun and knivesshow~palong with
....~
. Continued on page 14",
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4:00 PM
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University of Florida
Scholarship Run" 10K
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, October'
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-Knights Baseball late Summer Action
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Sat.
Cr()s~ C~ ...ntrYOctober Competition
Day, ~,' Event Location IiJ:rIs:. '
A Trip to' the
City of the
,Green and
Yellow Giants
Dolphins
(orner
by Rev.
H. Owen
Huntley
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Futon sofabeds were
made WIth studenrsin mind:
,portable; affordable. and
extremely comfortable.
At The Futon Company,
we have a huge selection
and great student discounts!
Continued on facing page...
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Time
4:00 PM
7:00 PM
7:00 PM
3:00 PM
4:00 PM
1:00 PM**-
Away
Home
Away
Away
**
Embry Riddle-Palm Coast Fall Tournament
Palm Harbor Golf Club, Palm Coast
(54 holes)
15-17
tackles, assists, and quarterback pres-
sures whi Ie manning the middle with
the absence of Dwight Hollier.
The Dolphins acquired good field
position while keeping the Packers
backed up. Pete Stoyanovich kicked
a field goal to add three points to the
Dolphins 24-14 victory.
The Dolphins defeated the Pack-
ers and they are 2-0 and counting.
* Lynn University
* Webber College
* Palm Beach Atlantic College
* Flagler College
Birmingham Southern College, At
BerryColleg-e, GA
October
Month Date Tournament
SPORTS ATHLETICS SPORTS ATHLETICS
Golf Team Competes at' Palm Coast
9/27
9/30
10/4
10/8
10/15
10/16
NOW PLAYING•••
The Newest in Alternative Music
and more....
{
Dolphins (orner
Bay under the century mark on the
ground, largely in part with the help
of rookie Tim Bowens. The line-
backing corps had a solid day against
the run and pass.
Chris Singleton collected a sack
while Bryan Cox had quite a few
tough teams of Dordt, Iowa, and
Hastings, Nebraska, before redeeming
them~elveswith a three-game win over
Southwest State, and atwo-game sweep
of Midland lutheran of Nebraska.
They left the Midwest with a record
of 2-4, and things were not going to get
any better as Barry University bounced
them on Sept. 6th, and Indian River
Commun ity College rail ied from atwo-
game-to-one deficit to cop the duke in
an exhibition on the Lady Knights'
home court at Gloria Dei Gymnasium.
The next afternoon, the squad took
the Hoor again for the ninth and tenth
times in nine days to host the Lady
Cougars from Sioux Falls College of
South Dakota, and the Florida Institute
of Technology. The ladies looked
denotes Florida Sun Conference opponent ~ 'invincible at times, and beatable at
** site is Panama Beacb Tournament others against Sioux Falls.
An excellent team performance,
sparked by co-captains Jennifer St.
Thomas and Susana Marti, along with
the energetic sophomore Vanessa
Gutierrez, paved the way for a gruel in~
four-game victory with scores of 18·
16, 15-13, 9-15, and 15-11 . Kudos arE
also due to the outstanding offensivE
play of freshman Sherri Waddell an<
junior Thelma White.
Coming back after only a few hour~
rest, the Lady Knights dropped the firs
two games to Florida Institute of Tecn
nology before taking the th i ro !n C' g;"itt'
fashion. This demoralized the V'~ 'ors
as the ladies ra Ilied to WI n the I' na tW(
*
Tue.
Fri.
Tue.
Sat.
Sat.
Sun.
-'},'
i' .
-~_/~
Knights Soccer Fighting to the Top
~ Date Opponent Site
" ...continued from page 4
Prospects Good
for Lady Knights
Volleyball
by Daniel E. Iliman
After a stellar 1993 season with 30
wins and an NAIA National Champi-I I' onship tournament bid, hopes are highWNSU th~ttheN.ovaSoutheastern.LadyKnightswill continue to leave their opponents
in the wake of their brilliance on the
volleyball court.
Head coach Pegie Moran enters
Junior Anni Palacio readies herself for a dig in Nova Southeastern's four-game
win over Sioux Falls College of South Dakota. _COMING SOON•••
CD Give Aways
V.I.~ Club Passes
1111 '011' ,1.,e to do I. USTEN!
New D.]. personalities are always needed.
Stop by today for an application.
What? Can't get \VNSU?
Call today to find out how!
It's that simple! 475-7419
her second season of leading the Lady
Knights with the challenge of replacing
NAJA All-American middle blocker
Natalie Kramer after her graduation.
She also must combat the eerie sopho-
more jinx that has reared its ugly head
at numerous successful rookie coaches
and players throughout the years.
The Lady Knights journeyed up
north to the Land of a Thousand Lakes,
Minnesota, to open their season in the
Southwest State University/NAIA Pre-
season Classic. Playing six matches in
two days, the ladies dropped their first
three, including two to the double-
games and the match to improve the
record to 4-5.
Coach Moran must be creditE
with calling two brilliant matches ar
deftly switching her mainstream star
ers with her young phenoms, in ord
to save their legs for the final stages
both matches.
The Lady Knights might not be
dominati ng with the absence of KramE
but as Jennifer St. Thomas put it, "V'
have a very young team, so commur
cation is still being built among us, b
we're getting there. There's no reaSt
to give up on us just yet."
I
_~ i
26Septemb
305-670-926
Bravo ShOWl
Intestinal· Fortit
-Low SnmENT, TurnER & 1
AmFARES
-INTERNATIONAL STIJDENT, TE
&YoumID
- EURAIL & BRITRAIL PASSES'
-WORK&.SnJDY ABROAD PROG
•ADVENTURE TOURS
-CAR. RENTAL - TRAVEL GUll
-V.NG'GECoORSES & MUCH !'f
~Student Travels" MJ
One Datl'an Center, #320
9100 S. Dadeland Blvd, Miami, PI
Bravo was all over the field a
rivals from the Buckeye State,
caution to the wind with his h~
play on both halves of the midfie
Malone evened the score at 1,
afterabreakaway goal byJason Ro
beating the' entire Knights' deft
• Computer-Based Training
• Public Tourism & Cultural Events
• Tourism Educ<Jtion
Knights Soccer
'Sparks Under
Coach Rongen
by Daniel E'~nl11ari .
The .1994 edition ofthe Nova South-
eastern Knights soccer team promises to be
an exciting bUflch of.players to watch, as
theyeye the Florida SunConferenceCham-
pionship.
Coach Thomas Rongen led'hjs QOYs t~ goalkeeper Elvis Quiroz to boot.
a 2-0 start, showing. promise with both' Things looked even bleaker il
victories. Sparked by Eddy Mendez's two half, when Mendez was given a
goals versus Charleston Southern Univer- for elbowing with 36:48 left top
sity of South Carolina, the Knights drubbed ing his afternoon prematurely. NSl
their rivals from Dixiel~nd by a score of4- amazing resi1iance with numerou
1. .chances in the first 15 minutes, (
Mendez·has incredible mobility, and ing with Warren Bloise's game,
along with, his. outstanding baH-handling blast that skimmed the inside left
skHls,heis a player to watch as a possible Malone had aJew'scoringcha
team leader by. season's end. in the game, but the Knights' 5
On Monday, September 12th, NSU defense was too difficult to cral
hosted Malone College of Ohio at the Knights won 2-1, and sent Malol
Physical Plant Nova drew first blood, as with a season record of 3-3.
Gus Bravo, shOWing amazing intestinal Quiroz saved seventeen out
fortitude while playing with a knee injury, teeh chances ·to notch the W, al
scored a long goal past a game Malone . will begin to play conference oppc
goalkeeper. their next homestand.
The Kni~ht Newspaper
seminars will be presented in the areas of:
October 7, 8
October 31 - December9, 1994
.......
lhelCPD Fa115eminar 5eries
.£etu{ers in. !Jlospita{ity ana'Tourism 'Etfualtion
iJJadiefor's, 9daster's,t])octora{'DetJrtes
Call for more infonnation
1-800-390-4677
. ........ ..
11T~ CE:rtTR€ fOR PR~OC>I't\L DElJElOPMEl1T
NSlK C€NT€R fOR H-O~PlT~UTV ~~GE:M€Nf
Golf:
• Food & Beverage Operations
• StrateglcAdvertising
• The Excellence Challenge
Scuba Diving
Club Helps
Beginners,
Explore·s
Wrecks
For further information, contact Brad Williams,Director ofthe·Officeof·
Student Life, at (305) 370-5652 or (800) 338-4723, extension 56.52, William's
Internet address is "williams@polaris.nova.edu".
by Heidi Palmer
The . purpose of Nova's Ad-.
vancement of Diving Society
(NADS) is to introduce students to
scuba diving·. and to help scuba
divers learn more about diving.
In this semester,NADS expects
to dive to three wrecks and hold a
beginners' scuba diving. class in
mid-FaU.
If you are a scuba diver or if
you are interested in how to be-
come one, contact Sal Trupia,
President, at (305) 452-6338.
NADS holds dub meetings on the-
2nd and 4th Sunday ofevery month
at 4:30 PM.
iib.!'s Editor
industrial,and'
iday and Sun-
PM-midnight.
WNSU REQUEST LINE: (305) 424-5763
WNSU92.9
Cab.leFM DJ
,Play Li$ts
Nova Southeastern's
Radio Station
LeBl9llJ.ist:
Best of the Alan Parson's l'rojed
1.. Silence and I / E~ in the Sky
2. Shadow of a LonelY Man lPyramid
3. You Won_ni III\; / Eve
4. Oh Life (There Mljt Be More) /Try
Anything Once
5. Don't Leti~/ I Robot
Runner u_of the World /
Stereotomy
You caQ hear Leeman on Wednes-
day afternbons from 12-2 PM.
.cam
1. Mouth' Full_ I Pantera
2. tow Serf OPJll>Jtr R.~Uins Band,
3. Freedom / ~gainstthe Ma-'
chine '.
4. Nutshell 1
5. FaU Down /
1. Let's Putthe Fun Back in Rock and
Roll / Freddie. Caanon- and the
Belmonts
2. I've Got Y
Frankie val5m
sons '.
3. It's Over /R~ ison
4. AttheHo~~andlheJuniors. ." . Q,"'~""'" ............
5. I Sh"uld Ha..neT~~./.,p.• p'/ . I.rJ~r"l1llJr~!2~,'f.a.,«t~:;:"1:~;;;~i Volleyball Sc::hedules
'moon from 2- . . . .. ·oo.. . . .' .'
courtesy Recreational Sports '/ Offic.e ·-01
Upcoming Intramural Sports Events Student Life
Volleyball: September 8, 13, 15,20, 22, 27, 29 .
October 4, 6, 11, 13 (finals)
You call
playing disco, tl
experimental
day eveningsJt
Marty, liThe
of _!lLlt
Page 6
The Editor's List
1. Natural Born Killers Soundtrack .
2.1 am the Cosmos /This Mortal Coil
3. Ruiner / Nine Inch Nails
4. Girls & BoysJ WMr
5. Run to the~asure
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INTERNSHIP OPPORTUNITIES WITH THE
FLORIDA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Co
~
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Continued on page 11 ...
""STOIII:
which the shelter receives animals! The
excuses range from moving, or that the
animal cries too much when it's in heat, or
that a long-haired cat sheds too much.
These are not valid excuses for turning in a
member of the family.
Why are people still having litters of
dogs and cats? Either they just don't care
or they are uneducated about pet over-
population.
Sometimes the staff and volunteers get
disgusted from time to time. But that is
normal-we are dealing with an over-
whelming amount of emotional stress.
When we see a cat or a dog get a
second chance and go to a loving home,
that makes our job so rewarding. We
wou Id love to close down our doors, giving
all our community's companion animals
homes, but that's not realistic.
We would love to not have to
euthanize, but that's not realistic eithpr
(The method of euthanasia used is an
injection of sodium pentobarbital, which
is quick and painless.) When people
question me on how I can condone the
"killing" of healthy animals, Iwonder myself
(especially being the animal rights activist
that I am).
Euthanasia is not something we enjoy
or take lightly-it is a harsh reality. When
the cages are full and more animals keep
coming in, it's the only way that new
animals can get chances-people think we
should hold animals forever.
If we did, what kind of care would
.thousands of animals get? (For example,
~ '" 8.It ."'".~~~~. V . It~((~ 1"'0
~ ~" ~IJ s..~~~ ~~~~ ,C~FINEST QUALITY· OF s~·
It .SECOND HAND GOODS ~
* FURr-fITURE*CLOTHING*KITCHEN ITEMS *
*TV/STEREONCR* TOOl.s*AND MUCH MORE!!*
M-F 11 a.m - S p.m. Sal-Sun. 11 a.m.· 5 p.rn.
COHSICINMliNT .\ND Lj\V.\\\'AV AV.\lLAULE
3.iU8 Dn\'ht Bh'd., furt: I.nudordllht, FL
lill1-fill2()
••• Opinion
Pet Overpopulation: Every
South Floridian's ProblelTl
.....
by Andrea Leeds
I recently attended the Humane Soci-
ety of Broward County's Candlelight Vigil.
This event, held on National Homeless
Animals Day, recognized and mourned
the millions of dogs and cats whose lives
were terminated because they were home-
less.
Anyone who has ever lost apet knows
how painful that grief can be. Those of us
at the Humane Society do grieve for the
animals whose lives are ended prema-
turely. Even though they were not our
personal companions, they do touch our
hearts and that makes saying goodbye
unbearable.
I've worked at the Humane Society for
a year both as astaff member and a volun-
teer. Just as many people imagine, I didn't
think I could deal with all of the sorrow.
But like any job, there are good;'moments
and there are bad.
By no means do we at the Humane
Society work atypical job! We are agroup
dedicated to educating the public about
companion animal care and we provide
second chances for those companion ani-
mals who are adoptable.
Unfortunately, many in the public still
see animals as property, not feeling beings.
Though some people turn over their ani-
mals for legitimate concerns, there are far
too many people who discard animals with
no more feeling than discarding acigarette
butt.
I hope that no one associated with
Nova Southeastern would ever surrender
an animal for one of the petty reasons for
Continued on page 13 ...
of popularity and where stupidity insures
acceptance. But I cannot regress; I must
press forward, and I urge you to do the
same.
An idle mind and spirit will be lost.
Take inventory in yourself and press on in
the right direction. Are you really where
you want to be?
I came to Nova University eager to
take on the world, with my hopes fed by
promises and assurances by Nova's "advi-
sors" (i.e., salespeople). What promises
did they make, you ask?
A growing school, knowledgeable
professors, and complete sports facilities,
to name three. Oh, they did not lie; they
just left out the details-enough so as to
deceive any young, bright-eyed freshman
seeking a true university experience.
The school IS growing-in enroll-
ment and in profitability! It may also be
growing on social fronts with the addition
of the Greek Life system. But student
services are at a standstill and the pro-
grams of study are actually diminishing.
Forexample, take my experience with
NSU's Center for Computer and Informa-
tion Sciences. I began here in the Winter
of 1993. At that time, the promotion of
The Florida House of Representatives is taking
applications for the 1995-96 Intern Program.
Thirty-five to 40 positions are available each year
in committees and offices in the House.
Interns are:
• Appointed for 12 months, beginning
June 1 of each year
• Paid a stipend of $1,000 per month
• Receive 36 hours of tuition over
a two-year period
• Work a minimum of
20 hours per week
For an application or
information, call ot write:
Beverly Broussard, Program Coordinator
Florida House of Representatives
Intern Program,
320 The Capitol,
Tallahassee, FL 32399-1300;
(904) 487-2390 ~~
DEADLINE FOR APPLICATION: NOVEMBER 1, 1994
Well fellow students, it is time to
break the literary ice! Flow on, 0 cold
waters which are the frustrations of the
college experience; I finally have some-
thing to say!
You may call me typical or atypical,
unduly scorning or even ignorant, but at
least I am not held hostage by the preoc-
cupation of facade-maintenance and the
creation offalse, blithe mannerisms. Such
pathetic things are no longer necessary!
I need less these days, finding happi-
ness in simple endeavors such as reading
and writing. I am finding strength within
myself.
What a position to be in-almost
free! But in my freedom I see how much
knowledge is still at large, and my limited
ability for erudition traps me.
How nice it would be to escape back
to that comfortable world of ignorance,
where true friendship dwindles in the face
26 September 1994
Learning From
the College
Experience
by Bill Ryder
~._-_._.-
26SeptembE
Homecomil
Events
Culminate i
Dinner Dan
courtesy Office
Student L
Dance the Knight away in thE
day Inn's Penthouse Ballroom. .
are available at the OffiCe of Studel
Homecoming 1994
"Knights in White Sat
September 29th
6:30 PM-Athletic Kick-off, "
Goodness It's Thl
The athletic teams of the 1
academiC yearwill introduce thel
to the Nova S()utheasterncomrr
Madhouse Carnes
Students will have the 01
nity to engage inactivities such
Eating Contests, Pizza-Eatin~
'---.1 tests, and more. The $3 :'bott
mug" will be featured.
September 30th
10 AM- CoIf Tournameni
Rolling Hills Golf and Countr
Play 18 holes of golf at Rollinl
5 PM~ 5th AnntJ
Race and Bai
'Students. and faculty will
flame-broiled hamburgers . Oar
dogs a.s they watch NSU st
compete in the "Anything That I
RaftRace. Ther~cebeginsat6:
in the Blue and Gold Cana.f.
7 PM- Knights 500
Webber C
Show your school spirit
soccer field. .
9:30 PM- Comedy Nigf
comedian Eric J,.a
LalJgh die. Knight away
Rosenthal Student Center's J
Dining Room as you watch one
country's most famous comedi
October 1st
10 AM- Alumrii Baseball
7 PM- Alumn; Cocktail
9 PM-1 AM- Homecc
Dinner l
--
Photo by Jason Domasky
10. Over 620 chapters nationwide
9. Establish connections with campus leaders
8. Fellowship .
7. Develop leadership skills
6. Coed fraternity
S. President and Mrs. Clinton are brothers, too
4. Service to others
3. Friendships which last a lifetime
2. Brotherhood
1. Become an active part of campus life!
Top Ten Reasons to Join Alpha Phi Omega
The Knight Newspaper
•
Gener~1 and executive board
meetings are held bimonthly on Mon-
days at 7:00 PM. Our next open
rneetingWillbe on Monday, October
10th, at 7 PM in the Rosenthal Student
Center, in Room 202.
-year, APO wiH engage in campus
clean-ups, fund raisers, and Habitat
for Humanity projects. Joining APO
has its own intrinsic rewards, but a
number of important extrinsic ben-
efits should not be overlooked.
OmegaCommitte.d to Service
• '. CI C··' joel E. Natt, Esquire,Fraternity to .'. ean Upampus Chair of APO's
Executive Board.
'Plus $4.95 for shipping and handling.
OK, graduate-to-be. You can get up early or you can get Career/NET:" .
Its simple: You give us your resume. ina personal profile on the disk we
provide. And we guarantee to deliver it to 10,000 employers (including
the Fortune 590) tn exactly the form they're looking for. Your Career/NET
enrollment kit-a preprogrammed disk and a booklet of step-by-step
instructions-is $99.95~ To be in the next na~ionwide distribution to
employers, order today. Call 1-800-682-8539.
tIDBIlr--"'""NE----'TI
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. Oneofthe I~testadditiorrs·toNova
Southeastern's:§tt,l~~,!,fLifeclub Scene
is Alpha P!l:iJ;.~m~:;.~;.internation­
ally knowrij;~J!l~;;~tvicefrater-
nity.
Foun;" '~;':." ", s, APO is
dedicat"~" iiI' . outing
Move. 'Lership,
friendshi'(a se stan-
dards are'*" '.~. '<\ , "; r areas of
activity: camplJ'fltnity (national),
community, and nation.
During the 1994-95 academic
Alpha Ph
by Chris Gay
For further informatio!1, contact5te
Castonguay, Coprd inatorofCampus Pr
ming for the Office of Stlldent Life; a
476-4781 or (800) 338-472'3, extensior
Cast.onguay's Internet address is
I I "stephanie@polaris.nova.edu".
.1
~
.1
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. .~
'I-Iowto
interview
wifutne
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Dunk Tank Makes Student Life
T. G .1 . F. Memorable
by Michelena Holiday
Page 9
to the Rosenthal Student Center's
patio area. This provided an intrigu-
ing atmosphere for getting together
with friends and meeting new
people, not to mention the pleasure
of seeing folks plunge into the murky
Dunk Tank water.
TGIF's are held throughout the
year. Check the Student Life calen-
dar in this newspaper, or contact
Stephanie Castonguay, Coordinator
of Campus Programming for the
Office of Student Life, at (305) 476-
4781 or (800) 338-4723, extension
4781.
Castonguay's Internet address is
"stephanie@polaris.nova.edu".
Nova Southeastern Student Life's
first "Thank Goodness It's Friday"
event for the 1994-95 academic
year was an enjoyable success. The
August 26th TGIF's main feature
was a Dunk Tank.
One dollar bought five chances
to dunk one's friend or anyone crazy
enough to sit in the Tank's hot seat.
Among the dunked were Stephanie
Castonguay and Scott Chitoff from
the Office of Student Life, Sue Beebe
from the Office of Residential Life,
and Juan Pablo Correa, the Student
Life Assistant for International Af-
fairs.
The Dunk Tank was set up next
The Knight Newspaper
Florida Future
Educators Of
America Seeks
New Motto
26 September 1994
in December and conduct volunteer
work throughout the year.
FFEA is looking for a club motto!
Submit a clever or catchy phrase to the
Office of Student Life by Friday, Sep-
tember 23rd, and the bestonewill win
a gift certificate from The Gap clothing
•• store. See the club's bulletin board
by Tina Watkins near Room 222 in the Parker-Building
The members of Florida Future at Nova Southeastern's main campus.
:::~~~ff;;;~~~r:!;rF:;ti:iF~;t;~~s;~~
terestedstudentsiln ... ;80ca;E2(.J~~~~,e nC~;;;;?t~!;illth~ Rosen-
f[?J{~~~~i~~~~i:;~l;!~::~;:
FF'E:f\':smerT1bersare;;ldOkil)~Lfor-.. BalcllLb~g;); Pre'~i~eni'ofFFEA, at (305)
;:;:nt~:~:~j~2Y~h~~;~~:~~~::~~·····;;·~:~~~:6&~}!i ~.a~Fhurta.~·' ilnternet ad-
March. FFEA will sponsor abdok fair "bakhUna@polaris.nova.edu".
as for most
'~J4rom Fri-
h~>,itwas
ter, a~p for
vative in their
d opportunit~ to
Campus
Activities Board
Hosts Amazingly
Successful Key
West Trip
by Juan Pablo Correa
Continued on page 11 ...
Scavenger Hunt. Teams received
a video camera, a video tape, and
instructions describing places to I
go and things to say. I·
At each location (for examplE',
ata Denny's restaurant) teams had
to ask a certain person (for in-
stance, a child) if they "were"
Mikey Betesh, the Student Life
Assistant for Public Relations. Each
respo'nse had to conclude with,
"Yes I am." Teams had to com-
plete the hunt within a time limit.
Refreshments were served as
teams gathered in the Rosenthal
Campus Activities Board Conducts
the Video Scavenger Hunt
by courtesy Campus
Activities Board
major disappointment was that there
were practically no clubs that would
allow individuals under twenty-one
years of age inside.
peo~~U~?t'l'
day n'
the r'
tho
tast,
wal~\
E,{IiiJl!~~lw~~R}, almost half ~he
lOne of the most exciting activities group wefl'tJti~';'keII~g in the c~ar
ofthe Fall occurred on Friday, Septem- waters off the key.", ''"\. 1
ber 9th at 3 PM. A group of Nova Bartolome Torres;;'asil!?,;r,~~lerlde-
Southeastern students, led by the Cam- scribed the experience as th~"'Wiimost
pus Activities Board and the Office of wonderful visual experience ever!"
Student Life, embarked on a beautiful On Sunday, "the group from Nova,"
Key West excursion. Key West is as local people called it, spent their last
located approximately 180 miles south hours shopping, frolicking on. the
of Fort Lauderdale. beach, and sitting around the South-
The group, composed of nearly 60 ernmost's pool. The general consen-
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~uden~,a~~din suson~e~p
Student Bar Association Welcomes the late aft~rnoon Students Shopped, was"awesome,"
. andcheckedmtothe. "great," and
N S d t eth 'Che k W·e Southernmost Hotel. Partied, Rode "wonderful."ew tu en s WI IC en Ings Once bags, luggage, Scooters Other com-
e and suitcases had mentswerethat
and ClaSSIC Rock been dropped off in everyone's rooms, ':Trips like this should be made more
•• the adventure was officially un~,~rway:.~ften, "and, "1 had the besttime ever."
by Mlchelena Holiday The streets of Key West w~~~:fa'p~ ....<:<'tQ~ c:ampus Activities Board, led
Chicken wings, pizz~,~otato to celebrate at the "Welcome Back idly taken over by dozens qf:::NStqis:by'S,~~ili~nt Life Assistant Danielle
chips, beer, and musi(,a'CC'o'm'ri.nied Bash." men and women. TheFI9ild~/K~Ys.iP?-t)I~I':io:;\isalways organizing activi-
the first party of thelyearft';' the The tunes were provided by 5th seemed to be a paradisEHo~;sh9Ppi~:i(t~sjqr::~h~riNSU community.
Student Bar Association:~:(jf:;tt-J()~a ... Ci.rC:lIitSfJ.litl'~Recialists in classic rock. lovers and c1ub-goers. It dia.nbt t9ke.',i' TOI'tq~;theratthe Office of Student
Southeastern's sheparf. Broaq:::·.:g~~~:;;:lgBi.:~vente~d~~around 8 PM. long for the students to realiz~:~~i'S:f~~t.J' Uf~.>at~&'(5) 476-1400 or (800) 338-
Center. 1:1;;;\ +" V~f~rte%'tvreen, the SBA's secre- It was common to see peo:Plecar",4723,:~iXtension 1400.
The event began a.tt4P.MLJDder a tary, remarked, "Everyone was happy rying souvenirs in little bags: An<>thep.:;:,,:i~S./. Danielle Daulerio's Internet
tent erected nearthe La\.v:€i@nteri3uild- and seemed to be having a great common sight was crews of studen~ address is
ing. Approximately 300 students came time." . trying to decide which club to visit. A "daulerio@polaris.nova.edu".
The Campus Activities Board
started the year off with a bang!
The Novalympics, the Ocean
World Cruise,
the Club Fair,
and the Air Ball
Cook Out were
all successful.
CAB is excited
to have spon-
sored or partici-
pated in them
all.
On Septem-
ber 2nd, CAB hosted the Video
Continued on facing
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Student Hea
Advocates a
Looking O.
for You
by Michelena Holid.
The Wellness Center at
Southeastern has a health edl
program designed to help all s1
become healthy and maintain
lifetime. The program is
SHAPE-Student Health Adv
of Peer Education.
SHAPE's aim is to increa
awareness of a healthy lifestyll
mote holistic health, and en
physical, mental, intellectual, ~
and spiritual wellness.
The program provides one-c
student support, as well as a n
network. Students who are mot
and caring have the opportull
develop interpersonal and com
cation skills by helping their pe
SHAPE advocate Lori Sawye
$ SAVE
MONEY~
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
: Gayle Applebaum Commuter Student Service I
Eat A Seven Course
Meal Every Day!
:'Show Coupon to Daka in Y<osentht
: DE;CLINING BALANCES
: AVAILABLE FORYOUI
: You Pay You Get
: $100.00 $115.00
: .... ~~ $150.00 $170.00
~-r $200.00 $2~.... _ '_~_"..~ '.-- ".- ~
: ••• :~~ •••••••••••••••••••••:; •••••••••• I
The KnilZh1 Newspaper
foe. Normally, it takes me 15 minutes to
turn on the television in the morning,
which may have accounted for my poor
showing.
NSU's local chess guru, Russell Splain,
took home the winner's share of the purse,
nipping Oscar Frias, with sixth grader
Michael Smith grabbing the show spot. I
was having a blast getting blasted out of
the water.
Splain offered to forfeit his queen at
the beginning of his match with me, but I
refused. I couldn't accept a tarnished
victory. Nevertheless, Ishould have taken
his generous offer, because I lasted as long
as the comeback of disco. The clock was
definitely against me!
In a match in which I overcame an
insurmountable deficit to take the lead, it
occurred to me that I had less than a
...continued from page 9
Page 10
Time is the Essence in Speed
Chess Tournament
by Daniel E. Iliman
On Sunday, September 12th, the Nova
Southeastern Chess CIubheld its fi rst Speed
Chess Tournament, with trophies and cash
prizes going to the top three finishers in
this round-robin affair.
Overseen by Tournament Director
Joel E. Natt, a field of eleven, including
your friendly neighborhood Knight Sports
Editor, paid an entrance fee of five dollars
and tried our hands at becoming king or
queen of the castle. After dropping my
first two matches, my dream of becoming
champ had somewhat disappeared, but
ever the fighter, I came back and took the
third.
Eventually, '" became frazzled and
ended the day with a putrid mark of 2-6-
2. Speed chess is inttiguing because each
player has only 15 minutes to defeat his
9th. All teams did an excellent job
and had a great time.
The Getaway was a huge suc-
cess. Over 50 students attended, •
enjoying activities such as snor- •
keling, shopping, riding scooters, •
• •
and sunbathing. Everyone stayed •
at the Southernmost Motel. :
CAB meetings are held on •
Wednesdays at 6 PM. :
•New President Improves Outlook :
for Pan-African Student Association. :
! •
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Student Center at Nova South-
eastern's main campus to watch
the videos. The members of the
winning team were Rafi Katz, Sc::ott \
Chitoff, Lisa Decker, and Randy
Rlltledge.
The prize was four free passes
to CAB's Key West Getaway,
scheduled for the weekend of the
by Tya' Franklin and Michelena Holiday
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Saturday
1 OCTOBER
8
Volleyball Game IPM
&4PM
PROFILS. REGUlAR
REGISTRATION ENDS I
LATE REGISTRAnON
BEGINS
FridayThursdayWednesdayTuesday
Call the Office of Student Life at
(305) 452-1400 for information on
these events and more...
Monday
The Kni2ht Newspaper
17
Knights Baseball
us. Miami-Dade North(AWAY)
at3PM
3 4 Intramural 5 6 Illtramural 17Knights Baseball Volleyball Breakfast Volleyball
us. Broward END OF Forum w/Ed Baseball Game 3 PMCommunity College WITHDRAWAL Cross Country 4 PM(HOME) (ProfJL.S. program) Kochat3PM
Lip Sync NightVolleyball Game 7 PM
Sunday
26 September 1994
"1;;::;':::::;:;~::;oprovideeducationandC Se.ptember-October 1994]
resources to people who may not be able to get
it elsewhere."
Sheryl Levin, another advocate, added, "It's
just a good feeling to be able to help people."
SHAPE provides health awareness outreach I
programs in nutrition, fitness, substance abuse, 26 27 Intramural 28 29 Intramural 30 Dolf
stress management sexually transmitted diseases Volleyball Knights Baseball Volleyball Tournament to AM Cross Country 7:30 AM
AIDS and other' health-related topics. Th~ Lady Knights ~olleybal1 us. Miami-Dade North Blood Dt:ive ~2-5 PM Raft Race & BBQ Baseball Game lOAM
, us. Lynn University (HOME) Athlehc Kickoff Soccer Game 7 PM R .
program seeks to influence the NSU and South (AWAy) at 3PM T.G.!.T. . omecommg
I . . . at 4PM Madhouse Games Comedy Night DanceFonda cOmmUnities, as well as represent our Home coming- _ _ Weekend-,
campus at the national level. -.
If any student is interested in joining SHAPE, 2
the only requirements are:
Good interpersonal skills
A GPA of 2.5 or better
A basic knowledge of health-related issues
Creativity and enthusiasm
. St~dentswill receive special training in nutri- 9 10 11 Intramural 12 13 Intramural 14 15 Leadership
tlon, fItness, substance abuse, stress manage- Columbus Day Volleyball Kn.igh~sBaseball Volleyball T.G.I.F. Seminarw/Lynn
ment first aid sexually transmitted diseases us. Mlanu-Dade South Sumo Wrestling University
, 'd h h I h . ' (AWAY) 5-8 PM Baseball Game 12 PMAIDS awareness, an ot er ea t -related tOpiCS. at3 PM Volleyball Game 4 PM Volleyball Game 5 PM Volleyball Game IPM
Interested students can apply for membership at & 7 PM & 7:30 PM Softball Game 3:30 PM
the Wellness Center on the first floor of Goodwin Intramural- - - Golf - I- Tournament
Hall. 16
Call the Wellness Center's Aerobics Knights Soccer
Hotline' (305) 475-SHAKe 475-7425' us. Berry College, GA
. . , . (PANAMA BEACH
For more information contact Wellness cen-I TOURNAMENT)
ter Director Bonnie Rogers at (305) 475-7052. "'-- at 1 PM
Sun Pointe Cove
Apartments
2571 S.W. 79th Avenue
Davie, Florida 33324
(305) 475-3133
Furnished Apartments
• Free Air Conditioning
• Free Water, Sewer, Trash
• Free Gas
• Reduced Utility Deposit
•Pools •Volleyball
•Tennis •Fishing
Convenient to
Nova Southeastern University
Call Soon For Current Prices!!!
(305) 475-3133
We're situated West of
University Drive, off of Nova (S. W 24th St.)
Overpopulation
Kills Many Animals
...continued (rom page 7
one afternoon during "kitten season," the
shelter received 47 cats and kittens in an
hour-the same day approximately seven
cats were adopted.)
I take pride in knowing that the ani-
mals Icare for get tremendous love-even
if they are living their last days with us.
Some animals have homes for y'ears and
don't receive the love that the ones in our
care do.
Other animals are left to fend for
themselves-what kind of a life is that?
In the United States, somewhere
around 10 to 12 million dogs and cats are
euthanized annually. In Broward County
alone, about half a million animals were
turned in to shelters last year; only 14% of
those found a home.
To a lot of people, statistics are just
numbers. They were to me, too, until Isaw
all those eyes, those bodies, those souls. It
is very heart-wrenching to care for animals
day after day and then watch a few go
home while the rest get put to sleep.
People are looking for special traits-
but all the animals which Ihave seen come
and go have had special traits. They may
not be specifically what is requested, b
given a chance, I believe all the cats ill
dogs would make somebody's life whol
So to all the Tigers and all the Lassil
to all the 10 million plus animals whc
lives have ended for no other reason th
overpopulation, I apologize for a self
society who let you be born without
chance of a happy life. We mourn )
today, and every day-we sincerely wi!
weren't so.
Everyone of us can help end
tragedy: tell every pet owner or poter
pet owner to have their animal fixed.
cost is minimal; the rewards are bount
Please do not support breeders; p
gree animals are likely to have ger
problems due to inbreeding (because
ing occurs between relatives).
Many pet shop animals have e
psychological or physiological prob
which can arise from pet shop condi
or from puppy mill conditions befor
animals were transported to a pet sh
If you sincerely desire a pedign
any reason, check the shelters! Contr
breeder propaganda, people do give
grees up to shelters.
Please contact me for additional infor
(Internet address "Ieedsa@polaris.nova.ec
how you can help stop the pet overpor
crisis. We, working together, can save the
of lives.
It shapes and move:
It balls and angles
It moves and grabs n
It caresses me yet it too c
No cars can hold its tire:
No death follows this c
The danger lies in one sil
sensation
Or actually the lack of h<
this woman.
Poet,y by Kelvin Vidil
So you
Sayz you wants some Il
Now do va.
Peruse me-ALL OVI
And let me replicate thE
Tease me, sugar.
I know you've got the kr
Uhm-Hum. You likE
It like that now do yc
Well, sugar.
There's more where
That came from.
Do ya like my childis
laughter?
Do ya?
Do ya?
WhIsper in mv ear, darli
Softer.
You sure know how to.
Make a person Feel Coc
I mean it.
Wouldn't just say
This to anyone.
You believe me, baby?
Say you do.
I KNOW YOU DO.
26SeptemJ
Ten Cent Whl
The Knight Poll LinE
Results of the first Knliht poll:
The question was, NDo you leelthe 15·minute parking sp,
which have appeared outside the Nova Books store at the Ro,
Building at N5U's main campus are necessary to make pafl
available lor book store patrons at other visitors' inconveniel
YES N0 (Based on64% 36% made bell
8115 and!
The Curv,
Poetry by Christop
C. ~
~SourceLine FunBroward (305) 523-5463Palm Beach (407) 496-5463Dade (305) 866-5463
3060 Sports Scoreboard 4250 Hurricane Update
4140 Traffic Watch 7110 Today in Music
4141 Commuter Tips 7140 Top Video Charts
4210 Broward Weather 7240 Video Reviews
Rock Vocalist Spoils
Decent
Instrumentation
vice.
International students and im-
Services Have
Room for
Improvement
migration go hand in hand. On
the third floor of the Parker Build-
ing at N5U's main campus is the
office of Debra Puzzo, the Interna-
tional Students Advisor. She helps
the foreign student with issues re-
lated to immigration. Her office
ssues student visas dno proVides
advice on legal matters.
The international community
ot NSU depends on these neces-
sary resources to make its experi-
ence in the United States a smooth
one. I believe that there is still
room for improvement.
International students, I en-
courage you to voice your needs
and exercise your rights. Feel free
to inform any of the offices men-
tioned herein on how they might
improve. There is always room
for legitimate criticism.
Nothing will save this CD from
the Goodwin Hall dormitory trash
chute. I've heard there are ways to
remove the voice track from re-
cordings; I think Balls to Picasso
should be first in line.
he made to sing in a minor key left
my stomach turning and mymind
swimming.·Sorry, Bruce, but next
time hire a singer that's as compe-
tent as the band you hire!
With a title like Shoot All the
Clowns, you'd expect a pretty
kickin' song. Dickinson would
have to donate his lyrics to the likes
of White Zombie and speed it up to
even begin to flex his leg for kick-
ing.
The Kniuht Newspaper
ties oriented toward creating an
atmosphere of friendship, learn-
mg, and service.
led by myself and my dedi-
cated team, NISA welcomes those
who would like to lair in a spirit of
true internationalism.
This year the Office of Student
Life added one more Student Life
ASSistant to its team. This one IS
specifically appointed to serve the
needs of international students.
At this pornt In the Fall semes-
ter, primary assistance has been
prov.ded. Newly arriving interna-
tional students have been picked
up at the
airport.
Students
have been
helped with
the acqui-
Sition of ba-
sic docu-
ments, such
as a social
driver's li-security card and a
cense.
Administratively speaking,
Michael Ives is the liaison be-
tween the international student and
NSU's administration. He can be
contacted at the Office of U nder-
graduate Admissions.
Ives' objective is to acquaint
the international student with ad-
ministrative procedures, in addi-
tion to providing academic <id-
What would~ expect from a guy named
Bruce Dickinson?
fight / Oh where do we belong?"
I didn'tbenefitfrom Dickinson's
lyrical insight, and from this point
on, theC0 got progressively wo~se.
Overall, the album featured de-
cent guitar riffs and innovative back-
ground percussion. With excellent
music how can one spoil an entire
CD?
Dickinson proved it is possible
with his own voice. Every attempt !
David Garcia demonstrates his guitar-playing finesse at the
first meeting of the Nova International Student Association.
The Best
Semester for
International
Students
by Juan Pablo Correa
Nova Southeastern's Interna-
tional community has never seen
a better semester. New services
and programs of assistance have
beeni mplemented.
Hardly a year ago NSU's in-
ternational
community
was generally
disappointed
with how the
university re-
sponded to its
needs. The
scenario is
quite different
today.
International students now
have four places to go for assis-
tance. These range from a student
organization to an administrative
department. The prime objective
is to serve on a "one on one" basis
with each international student.
NISA, the Nova International
Student Association, functions as
the international student union.
This association sponsors activi-
Page 12
Balls to
Dickinson
Review by Leeman
J~ Strout
By chance, I came across Bruce
Dickinson's intriguing, new Balls
to Picasso compact disc. Walking
over to my favorite CD player, I
examined the track list.
With songs titled Cyclops, Gods
of War, and Shoot All the Clowns,
I decided this might be something
·I'd enjoy. Unfortunately, it turned
out to be exactly what I'd expect
from a guy namedBruce Dickinson.
Clocking in at eight minutes,
Cyclops was fairly decent, though
a'bit lengthy for my taste. The next
tracks, Hell No and Gods of War,
both share incredibly meaningful
lyrics such as, "Oh where do we
bel?ng I In this place, whE7re we .
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No need foh that, dahlin.
Turn, back the pages of yesterday.
Go on. Go on nO\N, dahlin.
(Oh, chile. I feel it comin'.)
The rain.
The raindrops.
The pain
That \Non'tstop.
Say yuh \Nants privacy?
Dahlin, yuh ain't need nun\Nith Him.
Embarrassed?
Embarrassed 'cause ya feel all this
pain.
Yuh ain't learn nothin' yet, 'dahl'in.
Looks like I gotsta preach it again.
Even if you're not counting the years to
retirement. you can count on TlAA-CREF
to help you build the future you deserve -
with flexible retirement and tax-deferred
annuity plans. a diverse portfolio of invest-
ment choices, and a record of personal
service that spans 75 years.
Over 1.5 million people in education and
research put TIAA-CREF at the top of
their list for retirement planning. Why not
join them?
Call today and learn how simple it is
to build a secure tomorrow when you
have time and TIAA-CREF working on
your side.
Start planning your future. Call our Enrollment Hotline 1 800 842-2888.
Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.SM
Can't afford to save for retirement?The truth is, you can't afford not to.
Not when you realize that your retirement
can last 20 to 30 years or more. You'll want
to live at least as comfortably then as you
do now. And that takes planning.
By starting to save now, you can take
advantage of tax-deferral and give your
money time to compound and grow.
Consider this: set aside just $100 each
month beginning at age 30 and you can
accumulate over $138,209* by the time
you reach age 65. But wait ten years and
you'll have to budget $203 each month
to reach the same goal.
P R INC I P L E S of sou:\ D RET IRE .\ \ E :\ T 1:\ \' EST I 1\ G
:Ii
IRONICALLY, THE TIME TO START
SAVING FOR RETIREMENT IS WHEN IT LOOKS
LIKE YOU CAN LEAST AFFORD IT.
Sometimes It
Ain't Worth
Preachin'
University's
Growing Pains
Too Much to Bear
Az glorious az He iz
No one evuh bothad tah lissen
To a brutha,
Ah sista,
Ah mutha,
Ah fathuh,
Evin ah dog gone luvah spread dah
good ne\Ns.
HO\N a\Nful it be--
Daht pain,
...continued from page 7 Daht sorrO\N.
HO\N a\Nful it eyez
the computer engineering program by D t b K I· V·d I YoUr tuhday
Nova was considerable. roe ry Y e vln I a e ",:,y tuhm?-rro\N.(Chile, say It again.)
By the Fall of the same year, com- 1------.----------------------------------------,
puter engineering was no longer a major
h~re! The only indication that my major
was dropped was gossip at the student
level. They were not even going to tell
me; they were just going to shift me over
to the computer science program!
They were going allocate me where it
was most suitable for them, much in the
tradition of, say, pre-democratic Russia!
Scoundrels!
Upon inquiring with official sources,
I was told that computer "engineering"
was dropped, I was also told that the
computer "science" program was stable
and that the new (atthattime) recruitment
head, George Gabb, woutd be restructur-
ing classes to greatly enhance the course
of study.
Even with the closing of several com-
puter classes, my belief in what my advi-
sors were telling me kept mefrom leaving.
This Fall, daytime computer classes are
virtually not available, forcing day stu-
dents to sit in four-hour night classes. It
seems as if the computer science depart-
ment is all but dead here at NSU!
The tragedy here is not necessarily
the demise of my program of study, but
the handling of the situation. Had this
university been forthright, I could be at a
more suitable school, progressing toward
a reachable degree. Instead they would
have me take several CORE classes which
may not amount to a single credit when I
face the inevitable transfer time.
What was NSU's underlying reason
for keeping me here? MONEY! In many
cases, this university puts profit-seeking
ahead of the welfare and enrichment of its
students. Advising me to stay at this
school is just one example; here are a few
more:
1. After 9 PM, the back doors of the
Goodwin Hall dormitory are locked.
Students returning from night classes
are forced to walk through the grass,
with no dedicated lighting, around to
the front of the building to gain en-
trance. A lit walkway was proposed
by students fully one year ago, with
no result.
2. Meal plans are required, and a de-
Continued on page 15... I !
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--rHEAE"S ONLY ONE ATLAHTlC"
Classified not doing so meant cutting pr<such as education, criminal justichealth care for the elderly and thEThis would seem to support t~
c1usion that residents may not be c
paying more taxes if they knew tha
funds would benefit important
services. These statistics weaken
appeal to most people.
As for our nation's economi<
force, the picture looks shaky, bu
is hope. The average worker in f
makes $23,160 a year, which i
$4,500 over the income at w~
familyoffourcan qualify for food sl
Most of the jobs that have bE
available are low-paying service
Governor Chiles has worked to c
this trend. During his administrat
has incorporated the "quick res
training" program which encouragl
porations to expand or relocate
work force in Florida.
This program has created 8,50(
high-paying jobs. The program hal
this very efficiently, with only $5 Il
dollars of state money being used t<
this program with $40 million a
from private funds.
jim Smith wishes to incorpora
job-training plan with Chiles' pi
program to continue this trend.
Bush seems to have tactfully av,
the job issue throughout his caml
by placing further doubt in my
regarding his potential capabilitie~
governor. Bush's opponents poir
his inexperience, and his handlil
these issues seems to give this argu
some credibility. Bush seems to b
of touch concerning the facts 01
present educational and economil
mates.
You be the judge. See you a
polls!
On a side note, I would lik
congratulate our President Ell
tus, Abraham Fischler, on his
quiring a seat on the School B<
for District 1. Dr. Fischler ec:
handled his competition by gair
53% of the vote: 32,283 votes tc
Dr. Fischler's priorities: restl
turing educational instruction \i
computers, expanding after-sch
care to increase our educatic
potential, and relieving crOWl
conditions. These ideals will m
great strides in improving our e
cational system. Dr. Fischler, 1\0\
you well! I am sure you wi II de
all proud here at Nova Southe.
ern.
PoliUcally Speaking
...continued from page 3
textbooks and term papers in the hands
of Florida's students. Are schools armed
camps or are they institutions of higher
learning?
One possible solution to these prob-
lems arises via the question: does our
state educational system need more
funds? Jeb Bush's answer is "no." He
will not raise the money spent per pupil
in Florida's school system.
Jim Smith stands by his policy of
increasing spending per pupil, which
seems to be a move in the right direction,
considering that the majority of the
schools that placed better than Florida in
student performance polls seemed to
spend more on a per pupil basis.
Another area which tarnishes Bush's
policies is that he opposes both health
services and after-school care services in
our schools. We cannot deny that our
community is constantly changing.
Teen-age pregnancy is a reality.
Agencies for health services and after-
school care would help deter the occur-
rence of teenage pregnancy with educa-
tion concerning sex and contraception.
They might also lower the percentage of
dropouts by teenage mothers by offering
a means to care for their children while
the young mother continues her educa-
tion.
Smith supports both health services
and after-school care. Smith is strength-
ened by emphasizing the integration of
job-training and educational instruction
within our school system, even as early
as middle school.
Governor Chiles is in agreement
with Smith on these issues. During
Chiles' administration he has diligently
worked to improve student performance
by initiating ctdvisory councils composed
of parents, teachers, and business people
to establ ish and monitor performance
goals.
Chiles has worked to deter educa-
tional bureaucracy and eliminate school
board spending parameters. It would
seem, by ,acknowledging these facts,
that both Chiles and Smith hold an edge
over Bush.
As for the economy, Bush utilizes
the fact that he does not wish to raise
taxes as his reasoning for his stance
concerning the educational system. In
contrast, a Florida International Univer-
sity statewide poll taken late last year of
1,202 individuals concluded that 44%
of Florida residents would be willing to
pay more taxes. Many agreed to this if
Study Assistance
Upgrade Your
Study Skills
FUNDRAISING
Improve your memory,
study habits, and reduce test
anxiety through hypnosis,
$175.00 includes 2 sessions and
1 customized audio tape.
Visa and Mastercard accepted.
M. Estelle Spike M.A., M.S.,
Certified Hypnotheraplst, Mental
Health Counselor Intern,
3595 Sheridan St. Suite 103,
Hollywood, fl 33021
Choose from 3
different fundraisers
lastin9 either 3 days
or 7 days.
No Investment. Earn
$$$ for your group
plus personal cash
bonuses for yourself.
For details, call:
1-800-932-0528, Ext. 65
Typing Services
Research & Writing
Reasonable rates.
Computer typing
$1 per page (ds)
WORD PROCESSING ON PC
TERM PAPERS/RESUMES
MANUSCRIPTS $1.25 PG.
OR BY ARRANGEMENT.
ONE COpy &FLOPPY FREE.
HIGH RESOLUTION INK JET
PRINTER.
FRANCINE MOMENT
(305) 741-7276
STUDENT HOUSING SPECIALIST
JOE O'TOOLE
d?UJftD~
OffllCE: (305) 564-8182
(800) 927-8232
24 HRw (305) 7»5298
RENTA LS--SALES
ATLANTIC PROPERTIES INTBRNATIONAL.INC.
3438 N. OCEAN BOULEVARD. PT. LAUDERDALB.. PL 33~
730-5298
Resume's $5 per page.
Dr. C. Lipschitz (PhD).
APA RESEARCH!
Freelance Writer
CALL 305-472-9990/
800-472-9994 (24 hours)
__J .-, ';
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I tell you no lies,
I'm not like the other guys.
You're in for a BIG surprise.
Hot Mama, look into my
bedroom eyes!
"Untitled"
by G. R. Eek
Blacks on Television
Represent an
Accomplishment
Christopher C. Kehl, Jr.'s opinion
piece, "Black Commercials: WHY?,!"
(Volume 5, Issue 1), neither shocked
nor offended me, for this was not the
first time I have encountered com-
ments on this matter. As'a black
person, I would like to address Mr.
Kehl's argument.
Mr. Kehl said
thatwhilewatching
a black television
program, he no-
ticed that all the
cOlTlmercial breaks
involved African
Americans. Setting aside the obvious
"marketing" reasons for includingsuch
imagery with a "black movie," I will
address Mr. Kehl's deeper point.
He states that there should not be
a segregated body of black commer-
cials on television. What Iwould like
to know, Mr. Kehl, is where have you
been for the last two decades of your
with another to be built.
Not to quote cliches, but at least one
out of four ain't bad! We know about the
weight room: closed. Basketball courts'
DO exist-the "one out of four" I was
talking about.
The one time I tried to play tennis, I
was kicked off the courts and told they
were on middle school property. And last
but not least-we are not allowed to swim
in the old pool, and the new one was
never built!
I was told by a student upon my
arrival that within a year or two I would
hate this school, and I defended Nova
because I heard no specifics as to what
was wrong.
While the programs of study for un-
dergraduates should improve with the
appointment of Dr. Horn as Dean of the
College, this school is small, basically
young, and definitely experiencing grow-
ing pains. So stay if you will, but be
aware: as you grow and mature, you may
grow right out of NSU.
My relationship with this prepubes-
cent school is over. Iwill write and Imay
keep in touch, but I need a more mature
relationship with my institution. Penn
State here I come; perhaps you should
consider your position, too!
lVlaat's my next
step???
I need less these
days, finding
happiness in simple
things such as
reading and writing.
The exception are the adjunct teach-
ers who are rarely available other than at
class. In my experience, God ran out of
brains after the full-time professors were
endowed and the adjuncts got the short
end of the spinal cord!
Though I've already touched on a few
of the sports facility promises, let me
reiterate and go a little further. At a
presentation of Nova University in Phila-
delphia, Pennsylvania, I was told there
were "weight training facilities," basket-
ball courts, tennis courts, and one pool
go on. But more importantly, the perva-
sive theme is c1ear-NSU wants our cash
and beyond that, worries are few!
The second promise from the advi-
sors was knowledgeable teachers. Imust
admit that on the whole, the professors I
have dealt with are generally knowledge-
able, available for questions, and well-
versed in their respective fields.
Keeping
PronJises
rl
"op by 0P"", 0.,r.e
:..;05 ,.t;n.e/ Dofs,::';"~n~ ~.tel: b t . ~.D:~- 5: 0 /~Ion t I. .,
1D0r~~~ Dl.ut.
Let us 1-~ p you get
on YOU. euree.·!
,..continued from page 73
c1ining balance is not an option to
incoming students. Not only are we
forced to pay for meals we may not
even eat, but there is no way to know
if we are eating near enough to justify
the cost. If we pay $1,000.00 for a
meal plan and eat $500.00 worth of
food, one can only guess where the
other $500.00 goes! It is actually
most cost-effective from a students'
point of view to eat like a ravenous
warthog at mealtime!
3. The Miami Dolphins Training Facility
houses a state-of-the-art weight train-
ing room, right here on campus. The
so-called students' weight room is
closed indefinitely for repairs, and
limited at best when it is open.
4. Meanwhile, the management at NSU
has given itself a new Administrative
Building from which to conduct busi-
ness-BUSINESS! Not education!
5. For the past two years, Nova has
neglected to turn on the basketball
court lights until all hell is raised.
Countless are the examples, and I could
life!
Have you ever noticed that when
you turn on the tube, the majority of
the commercials you see are domi-
nated by white actors and actresses?
Why has this never stirred up your
consciousness? Why must black com-
mercials be ethnically mixed?!
I am sick and tired of having to
justify why there are black commer-
cials, black schools, black fraternities
and sororities, and black beauty pag-
eants. They exist because there was a
time when black people were not
allowed to form or participate in these
entities.
A Caucasian might ask: now that
you blacks are allowed to be in com-
mercials, schools, Greek life, and
beauty pageants, why not integrate
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I rather than separate? The answer is
Wake Up and that just because "Anglo" society has
/// finally accepted that we, the black
S II th community, are more than compe-'~lIg wbom? me e tent to fill these roles, we have no
/ '1" , R' • reason to give up our good works.( _ !~; ~ "'Iud au. I going to do aCIsm I am happy to see commercials
after by Michelena HoI"da that have more than just a token
Gn..'-Du.."TIO~??? I Y concession by the producers to show
that a black is included in the adver-
tisement.
You stated that it is "insane" for
advertisers to exclude either black or
white actors or actresses from their
commercials. If it is insane,why has
it been going on for years?
Mr. Kehl, I understand that you
have a dream,
but Ibeg you to
consider real-
ity. The fact is
that as long as
certain people
teach theirchil-
dren to hate minorities, and others
teach their children that their race is
superior, we will always have a sepa-
ration problem.
(I did not mean to exclude other
ethnic groups from this discussion.
Mr. Kehl primarily addressed African
Americans, and I responded along
the same lines.)
~~~:::;:-....:.:.-=::--...:.~::---=;::--:.::.--:.--~-~.~ _:..::::.:;,.::-.
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Kaplan helps you focus
your test prep study
where you need it most..
We'll show you the
proven skills and test-
taking teChniques that
help you get a higher
score.
••'"""fi
e.
~.·skih...
Kaplan' has tliQ most'complete arsenal of test prep
tools available. ,Fromvideos to software to'virtua'·
reaJity practice tests with computerized analysis to
greatteachel'$ who reaflycare, nobody offers yoLi
more wa~Jopractice: . .
Call: 370~2500
get a higher score
KAPLAN
.great scores•••
Over the next few years, shewas the tinued to fight for peace with justice i
center of controversy, first when she an- Northern Ireland, as a political indeper
nounced she would be a single parent in dent, b,ut always as a firm opponent (
1971, then when she punched British British rule. She has campaigned on bot
Home Secretary ReginaldMaudling in the sides of. the border within Ireland, i
nose during a House of the Commons Europe, and in .the United States, takin
debateiri 1972. SheaccusedMaudlingof the message to the world that until En
lying about "Bloody Sunday" in Derry gland leaves Ireland, the Irish people wil
City, when British paratroopers murdered never know peace.
13 men during anon~violentcivilrights She has written several books anI
march. ... ..'. '.. " . '. "pamphlets about Ireland's fight for free
In l'97~.sh~"rn~~rie~~c;h90Imaster dom and her role in that Hght since 1968
Michael tvt~Atisk~YiJl/~.. n?m'etown.. A .. She is acknowledged as an·expert witnes
. year later.;~>~.~'Mict~~~r'seatand has been called on to testify in severa
when a n~wljtJ~~~:~!~~ti~~titical·trials in Europe and the US about issue
party sPHt:·the\lote.;1'Msarne,ye~r; she concerning Northern "Ireland. Her testi
helped fornlthe kishRepubJicahSocjalist mony in a 1990 case in a Fort lauderdall
Party, but left it within a year whenmem- federal courtroom was cited by halfthl
bers became involved in a' paramilitary jury aS'grounds for acquittal of three mer
feud. "acc-used oftrying to supply the Irish Re
In the late'1970'sshecampaigned for publican Army with a surface-to-air mis
humane treatment oftrish republican po- sile.
litical prisoners, and was targeted by pro- As a public speaker and educator 01
British paramilitary forces at her home in the past25 years oflrish history, McAIiske1
February 1981 because of hetwork. She is Without peer. She conveys her lifE
and her husband were 'shot numprous exoerip.nres and her passion for he
times. but survived, and McAliskey was people's freedom to any audience.
back on the speak~r's platforms rallying For further information, contact Dr. Barbari
support for prisoners' rights within six Brodman, Professor of Liberal Arts for lbe FarquharCente
. for Undergraduate Studies, at (305) 475-7001, or (800
months. 338..4723, extension 7001. Brodman's Internet addres
Through the 1980's McAliskey con- is "brodman@polaris.nova.edu".
"Irish loan of
Arc" Devoted
life to Fighting
,Repression
[chess] helps their critical thinking
skills,pla.rming:anddecisibn~making
skills.
"Spectators are now coming to the
tournaments. Movies like Searching
for Bobby Fischer have brought more
prominence to the game.
"Many people know about chess.
And when they see it in a movie, they
consider it more and say they would
like to try it."
. Genduso described what the Chess
Club offers for both the novice player
and the experienced player.
"We have students.in the Chess
Club from every playing ability. Plus
we understand what it is like to learn.
We encourage everyone by helping
the novice players along as we play
thern. ,
"Weare mindful notto pair:people
unfairly.. Our meetings are basically
times to get together and pla.ychess."
Genduso added.that one need not
be a member of the dub to play. For
further information, contact .Oscar
Frias,Vice PresidentoftheChessClub,
at(305) 452-1400 or (800) 338..:4723,
extension 1400.
Fri.as' Internet address is
"friaso@polaris.nova.edu".
. ~ ..
Chess Club
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Debunks
Stereotype~
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friendly. " She won the Mid-Ulster seat in
"They are not your typic~1 nerd England's Padiam~ptin April 1969, and
type. People tend to think that chess marked "the arrival of a peasant in .. the
players are onlylheones with the high hal1s onhe great" with a speechdescrib'ed
GPA's;The ones>withttl'e~a,pearourid by-()ther parliament members as ~rit-
the cor~rs of •.•~. eyeglas~, pock~t ,!rahf'aod "electrifying." . . .....
protedors-thatosol"tofthing. And:Ws In August 1969 she was on the barrf.;.
really noUhat way." cades iriDerry City's Bogside area, the
Genduso added, "Thetournaments walled city's nationalist ghe~o, helping
can· be v~ry competitive. However, repel loyalist mobs arid police forces who
the ones we put on here [at Nova in the p-ast regularly rampaged through the
Southeastern] are more fun-oriented. community. As British army troops were
There are different formats in which sent in to stabilize De!ry and Belfast, and
you can p,lay chess. world attention focused on Northern Ire-
"You can play on the Internet with land, McAliskey was hailed as an "Irish
your opponent, the computer, and of Joan of Arc."
course, on the board.. We try to train ,To at least one of her pro-British foes,
people, and make it fun." she was known as a "mini-skirtedCastro."
Genduso revealed that she was She was jailed in 1970 after being re-
always interested in playing chess but elected to Parliament for "incitement to
never learned the game. riot" for her actions during the "Battle of
"When I was younger, my uncle the Bogside."
t,lIi~ht mv two ornthers how to rlay '----------~---
chess, but not me.' And I learned how
tomovep\ecesfrommybrothers~but
'. I never really learned the game.
"I have always been interested in
playing the game of chess. And a
tournament came up last fall, and I
thought, 'Well, it's only five dollars,
whatthe heck.' So Iwentto it, and got
hooked."
Genduso admitted she is a chess
"groupie." She commented that many
people are attra.cted to the game by the
psychological waifare across the board;
Acc6rdingto Genduso, chess is an
excellent outletfor the tension caused
by class work. Nonetheless, players
can become very involved.
Genduso remarked, "It depends
on the personality.' If you have an
obsessiVe personality it can be'very
intense/,
The mass· media have recently
popularized chess. .
Gendusonoted, "It has been popu~
larized more now than before. So now
when we go to the tournaments, there
are many more young children in the
tournaments. We're talking children
five, six; seven years old.
"The Chess Association has the
motto, 'Push Pawns Not Drugs.' It
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